Food Service Delivery Driver
9.5 Months/Year

Definition
Under general supervision of the Food Service Supervisor, load and deliver breakfast/lunch foods and supplies from central kitchen to District sites; pick-up and deliver cafeteria deposits to bank; and perform related work as assigned.

Examples of Duties
- Report to central kitchen with delivery van and loads van with appropriate breakfast/lunch food and supplies;
- Make delivery to assigned sites;
- Return to central kitchen and performs duties as assigned;
- Drive an afternoon pickup route, collecting equipment, cafeteria deposits and paper work;
- Return equipment to central kitchen; deposits and paperwork to the District Food Service Office;
- Take afternoon deposit to the bank;
- Assist with unloading of state surplus deliveries;
- Deliver surplus supplies to sites as assigned;
- Keep delivery van clean; and
- Report to District Food Service Office all necessary delivery van repairs and maintenance.

Desirable Qualifications

Knowledge of:
Safe and efficient procedures for van loading and delivery; safe driving practices; and the locations of various District facilities.

Ability to:
Operate delivery van safely and economically; maintain specific delivery schedules in rush condition; load, unload, and carry objects of varying weights (up to 50 pounds); understand and carry out oral and written instructions; and maintain cooperative working relationships with those contacted in the course of work.

Experience
One year of experience in the operation of a motor vehicle, preferable including duties of a general delivery nature or any combination of training and experience that could provide the desirable knowledge and abilities.

License
Possession of a valid California Driver’s license.